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1. Hag Sameach 

  

2. As Pesach finally comes to an end, we have relived the Exodus from Egypt, we have eaten our 

share of matza and matza brei, we have gathered with family and friends to think about the 

meaning of freedom and to, once more, express our personal connection to Jewish ritual.  We 

have even paused to consider the miracle of the crossing of the sea, we have thought about 

how it feels to be frightened and how God redeemed us and, in a blink, destroyed our enemies 

so we would never have to fear them again. The rituals of Pesach are almost over. There is, 

however, one last ceremony to perform. 

 

3. Judaism would not have us ignore the empty chair at our Seder table. For some of us, that chair 

is newly empty. Those of us who suffered the loss of a loved one in the days between last 

Pesach and this one; we feel a strong pain in our hearts.  How can we celebrate when our hearts 

are broken? What do we say to the empty chair? Every person at our Seder had a role to play in 

the story and a place in our family’s story. Now that story can no longer be complete and our 

hearts tear again because we miss them so much. 

 

4. But even for those of us who have lived with that empty chair for many years, even those of us 

who have found a way to heal our hurt and dry our tears, the empty chair can still pick at the 

scar that is etched deep inside our heart. We glibly say that “time heals all wounds” but this 

wound does never really heal. It remains a constant presence so that any trigger that reminds us 



of those loved ones who have died, can still send enough pain in our body to draw one more 

tear from our eyes.  

 

5. Pesach is always the hardest holiday. The reminders are everywhere we turn. The haggadah that 

was his favorite, the soup that she loved to make and eat. The way he led the Seder that can 

never be reproduced, the way she sang Dayenu or Had Gadya. It is all there. And the memories 

that they conjure up continue to haunt us even years after we stopped saying Kaddish and 

moved on with our lives. We always come back for Seder and each year we once again confront 

the ghosts of our past. 

 

6. Judaism sets this time aside to remember those who are no longer a part of our lives.  Yizkor is 

all about memory. We don’t run from our memories; we embrace them. We don’t hide our 

tears; we are commanded to pray and to cry, because that is what a person is supposed to do 

when someone we love dies and we miss them as a presence in our lives. Water is a symbol of 

change in literature, and a sign of life, and our tears revive their memories reminding us that our 

loved ones still live in our hearts.  

 

7. But is this all there is to Yizkor and memory? Is this all we are supposed to do in this hour, to 

remember and to miss their presence in this world? If so, Judaism would be commanding us to 

live in the past, to go back and recreate that which once was and will never be again.  Judaism 

has us remember the past but we are not supposed to live there. We do not study the history of 

the Exodus; we relive it and consider how it continues to change our lives. So it is with Yizkor; it 

is not just about the past. It is also a reminder of the future.  

 

8. God calls the very first human beings in the Garden of Eden with the first question in the Torah. 

Ayekah – Where are you? Can it be possible to hide from God’s presence? Not hardly! Can it be 



that God can’t find the first human couple? I don’t think so. God does not want to know their 

location; God wants to know what they have done with their time. Where are you in life? Where 

are you in maturity? Where are you in your concern for the world? The first couple was seeking 

knowledge but what they got was shame. The first thing we learn in our quest to understand is 

our shame in knowing so little.  

 

9. I like to teach that when someone asks a question in the Torah, they are not only asking the 

question in the context of the story, but they are also asking us the same question. God wants to 

know where the first man and woman are, AND God wants to know where each of us stands in 

relationship to the world, in relation to each other and in relation with God. Ayekah – where are 

you? Where are we in relation to our faith? Where are we in relation to the mitzvot? Where are 

we in relation to Jewish ritual? 

 

10. As we remember our loved ones during this time of memory, we hear them calling us with the 

same question, “Ayekah – Where are you? There was so much I tried to teach you when I was 

alive. There were so many lessons for you to learn.  Although I am gone do you still live by the 

lessons I taught you? Are you becoming the kind, caring person that I always dreamed you 

would become?” 

 

11. Memory is not only about the past, it is also about how we will look to our future. We invest in 

our children’s lives by teaching them the lessons they will need to grow in menchlichite. My 

father once taught me that a parent only gets about 15 years to instill values and ethics in a 

child, after that, you have to hope that the lessons you taught have taken root. There are no 

guarantees about how our children will turn out in life; we can only give them the tools they will 



need to build a future they can be proud of. Long after we are dead and gone, our memory will 

live on in the values and visions we have implanted.  

 

12. Our parents understood this. As did their parents. Each generation passes on the lessons for 

living that come from a life well lived. We all make mistakes in life and we all can remember the 

times we did not live up to the expectations of our parents, but those lapses do not define us. 

They only point to how hard we try to follow the advice that was shared in love. We always 

knew that no matter if we disappointed our parents or grandparents, we knew that their love 

could bring us back. 

 

13. And here it is a year or two or many more later and we find we still miss them at our Seder table 

and we still miss their presence in our lives. As we remember them, we also remember the 

lessons they taught us and the advice they shared with us. Have we lived our lives by those 

values or did we get distracted? Have we strayed from what they knew was the proper path? 

Would they approve of the lives we are living or do we still hear in our heads their voice 

pleading with us to try harder or change our course? Do we still believe in ourselves as they 

once believed in us? 

 

14. Yizkor is a time that is more than just a trip down memory lane. It is a chance to rededicate our 

lives to the lessons learned from those who loved us. It is our chance to consider again what we 

can learn from their lives and see if we can make some small part of it a bigger part in our own 

lives. Can we fill their shoes in the eyes of our own loved ones? Can we sit in their chair and be 

for our children a similar source of love and wisdom? Do the memories of those in our past spur 

us on to pass their lessons on to a new generation? 

 



15. Yes, we are responsible for their memory, but not just to preserve it in our own lives, but to also 

transmit it to generations that are new and generations yet to come. Will another generation 

come and recite the Yizkor prayers for us with the love that we bring to this service today? The 

memories we invoke today urge us to pass this legacy on. The time is always short and every day 

our loved ones call to us, “Ayekah” – “where are you?” We honor our loved ones today with the 

words of Yizkor. We honor our loved ones every day by living our lives according to the lessons 

we learned at their side.    **** 

 

16. Before we move on, I want to share one more thought. It is an honor for me to share this sacred 

time of memory with you. I too have memories of my father and my grandparents that are very 

precious to me. We all live busy lives and it is hard to focus at times on the people we miss and 

on the memories that shape us. That is why we have holidays and rituals to make time to think 

back and to think ahead. This synagogue is a special place where it is possible to focus on what 

really matters in life and to rededicate ourselves to what we know is true.  

 

17. But we also have to take responsibility for keeping this synagogue open. Past generations knew 

how important this synagogue was in their lives and they gave donations to keep it open and to 

keep it in good repair. Many people gave endowments to makes sure that our congregation 

would be on a secure financial footing. As we honor their memories, can we follow in those 

footsteps and make our own donations and endowments to insure that Beth-El will be there for 

another generation? We all know that the last few years were difficult ones for ourselves and 

for the nation. It was also a hard time for this synagogue. We rely on donations as much as dues.  

 

18. Each Yizkor book that we will use in just a few minutes has a pledge card in it. We need you to 

take that card home and after the holiday, make a donation to help Temple Beth-EL.  Your 



donation can be for a new Siddur or Humash in the name of those we remember this day. It can 

be a donation for a memorial plaque in memory of those we love. You can make even a small 

donation, of $50 or $100 to add to a fund that helps keep important programming possible. Just 

don’t forget your synagogue at this time of memory. We are here for you. We hope that you will 

value what we do here and be there for us. All of us thank you for your ongoing support of our 

Temple and our School.  

 

19. The time to remember is upon us. There are many good times to recall in the past. There will be 

many good time to experience in the future. Our loved ones call us to remember their lives and 

remember the lessons that can move us forward. Let us pause now in our service in their honor 

and in their memory as we rise for the prayers of Yizkor. 


